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1.Introduction

In recent years, audio equipment has spread widely and
become very diversified. Music has been merged into daily life
and become almost as indispensable to life as air. In the
earlier period where such terms as stereo and Hi-Fi were used,
audio equipment was a kind of status symbol; those who were able

to handle those highly sophisticated appliances were audiophiles
almost exclusively. Since the performances differed a great deal

from equipment to equipment_people could easily judge the
differences, It was understandable that the topics were
concentrated on how good the equipment performance was and should
be; the main purpose was of course to enjoy listening to music.

The remarkable improvements thereafter, not only for high
end user equipment but for general use, have been made until
their relative per[ormances have become difficult to
differentiate. This does not mean that there exists no room for
improvements in performance, rather many efforts for better

performance are continuing today; howeve G many listeners can
hardly distinguish the d_fferences any longer.

Since a desire to enjoy good music at any time and place has
become very common, it is quite natural to want to listen to even
better sound quality. Manyefforts have been made to accomplish
that purpose. As a result, the next step naturally is to be able
to enjoy music in every living space.

New audio equipment therefore have been taking on various
forms f_om big systems to small personal ones in cars or for
outside use. Furthermore, editing, creating or producing music
sources to one's own taste has become popular.

Since the consumer audio products have taken on a variety of
forms and have become personalized, a new technology with ,
small size, high performance, and easy maintenance has developed.
It was also important for consumer products to fulfill these
requirements at a lower cost.

The key was the use of digital technology in audio. In this
paper, the future trends of consumer digital audio and some
important related technologies will be discussed.

2.History of Consumer Audio Products

The introduction of digital audio to consumer products
started at about the same time as professional digital audio
products. The first step was marked by the appearance of a
digital audio recorder which incorporated improvements most
requested by users.

In 1977, the first consumer model of a PCM processor was put
on the market which utilized a home VTR as a recorder. Home VTR
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Table 1. Progress of development in consumer digital audio products

Experiments of
Experiments of Digital Audio Disc
PCM processors (DAD)

1/2"VTR Long Play
]ADConference put to practical
started use

Standardization of

PCM processor(STC-
O07,EIAJ),PCM pro-
cessors on market

Experiments of
8mm VTR

DAD Conference Experiments of Laser Disc on the
(V)LSI's designed closed,Proposal of DAT (S-DAT) market
for PCM processor CD to I.E.C.

8mmVTR Conference
CD players on the Experiments of started
market DAT(R-DAT)

Standardizationof VHDon themarket
PCM processor(CPZ- DAT Conference
105) started

Broadcasting by
LowcostCD Satellitestarted
players (BS-2)

8mm VTR on market,
8mm VTR ConFerenc_
closed

recorders had been in the market since 1975 and had adequate
bandwidth for handling PCM audio signals.

Based on the technology already developed for professional
PCM processors and the rapidly developing IC technologies, it was
possible to design consumer processors to be smaller in size and
lower in cost than the professional machines.

Even though the reduction in cost from tens of thousands of
dollars for professional processors to a few thousand dollars for
consumer processors was a significant breakthrough, it was still
not low enough in cost to be affordable to the average consumer.

Standardization efforts for a unified consumer processor
format starting in 1978 were finalized by the Electronic
Industries Association of Japan (EIAJ) in June 1979. With
continuous development of LSI's and an industry standard now in
hand, the cost of consumer PCN processors was reduced to less
than five hundred dollars.

Experimental work on PCH disc recording started in 1977
along with efforts toward standardization. By 1982, a disc
standard was agreed upon and synchronized commercial sales began
in the fall of 1982.

Prior to the introduction of digital audio discs in 1983,
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digital audio systems suffered from the lack of quality software,
though several models of PCM processors existed. The advent of
the digital audio discs have gained much of the interest in such
a way that good software discs are available with ease and their
rapid growth has started. The initial cost of Compact Disc (CD)
players of around eight hundred dollars in 1982 has come down to
around two hundred dollars in two years making them available to
all consumers.

The digital audio disc system is of deep significance in the
context of having shown the direction of development in the field
of digital audio technology not only in the improvement of
performance but in the reduction of size, ease of handling, and
additional features resulting from the application of subcode
data.

Followed by the field of recording and reproduction, it was
the PCH audio broadcasting by satellite that started servicing
for the consumer use. Experimental broadcasting of PCM audio
started using a broadcast satellite 85-2 in May 1984, opening a
new way for consumers to listen to high quality audio sources
even at home through broadcastsatellite receivers now commercially
available: It marked another step forward to the consumer digital
audio equipment.

In the near future another form of digital audio software
will appear for use in a Digital Audio Tape Recorder(DATR).
Digital Audio Tape (DAT) systems using cassettes similar to
standard compact cassettes now in use were energetically pursued
since early 1981 and standardization activities started in 1983
are now nearly complete.

Integration of digital audio into areas other than the CD
and DAT has already started with; PCM Satellite broadcasting in
May '84, a kaserVision disc with PCM audio in the CD format( Fall
'84), and PCM audio on 8mm VTR tape in '85.

From the discussion thus far, it may be seen that digital
audio technology has made a consistent step by step approach to
consumer product applications in the field of recording and
reproduction in the past decade.

3_Pc[nciRa! Fe_turei Required for Consumer Digital Audio
Equipment

No major differences in what is required for consumer
digital audio products may be found; technically, vis-a-vis
professional ones and the general trends are the same for both:
Compactness, economic efficiency, multi-function operation.
Clearly standardization is an important way to make the features
outlined above realizable.

In the pursuit of compactness and economic efficiency, an
increase in recording density and in the application of VLSI's is
essential. It is also necessary to provide for promoting
software supply and for having various systems by means of a
standard which could be multifunctional.
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I will now discuss briefly the present state of these
technological developments.

3.1.Improvement in Recording Density

A reduction in the volume of recording media is a key to
designing various compact record/playback systems. This can lead
to a reduction of media cost and to an adequate SUpply of
software.

In conventional analog recording the change from the 78 RPH
record to the LP record and the change from open reel magnetic
recording to compact cassette tape recording are some examples of
the increase in recording density and the changes in the market
resulting from these improvements. Although the principal
efforts were directed toward increasing the recording density, no
compromises were contemplated in the reduction of the recorded
bandwidth.

For example, it became possible to record a bandwidth of 20
kHz on a compact cassette at 4.8 cm/s compared to recording on
open reel tape at 38 cm/s. This means that an increase in linear
recording density of nearly ten times became possible. Also
recording track widths were reduced from 2 mm to 0.6 mm along
with a reduction of tape thickness from 50 pm to 12 pm.

These improvement increased the volume recording density
(open reel to compact cassette) by nearly a factor of 100. More
recent improvements in increasing the recording density (0.6 _m
minimum recordable wavelength) already provide a further increase
by a factor of 50. The present state-of-the-art volume per 20kHz
wavelength for magnetic recording is approximately 120(pm) 3 .

Table 2. Comparison of consumer use recording media

ThicknesslTrack Minimum Required Required
Media of media pitch recorda-areal volume

ble wave density* density*
length

( pm) ( pm) ( pm) ( pm2) ( pm3)

Open reel 1/4"4Tr 19cm/s 50 1,700 10 17,000 850,000

CompactCassette (C-60) 18 900 2.4 2,160 38,880

1/2" VTR (Standard mode) 20 60 1.0 60 1,200

8mm VTR (Standardmode) 13 20 0.6 12 156

S-DAT 13 80 O.6 48 624

R-DAT 13 15 0.6 9 117

LPdisc 2,000 100 10 1,000 2xlO6

CD 1,200 1.6 1.2 2 2,400

*For wave length of the highest recordable
frequency.
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Present optical recording systems are limited to a minimum

longitudinal recordable wavelength of about 1.2 9m (limited by the
wavelength of light), one half that of the longitudinal density
of compact cassette magnetic recording_ However, the track pitch
of optical recording is only 1.6 pm, roughly 1/10 that of the
latest minimum track spacing in magnetic recording, resulting in
an improvement of nearly 20 times that of magnetic recording in
areal density. The present disc thickness of 1.2 mm causes the
net volume density of recorded data on the optical disc to be
1/10 that possible from magnetic tape. Clearly technologies
leading to very high recording density (70 bits or more per
medium) on optical discs and on compact cassettes have made
possible many new applications to consumer systems.

3.2.LSI's for Signal Processing

The major features of digital audio systems are the ease of
design and the susceptibility to circuit simplification by the
use of LSI's. Even conventional analog audio equipment makes
good use of IC's in present day applications; however, linear
circuits require adjustment points as well as external
components such as resistors and capacitors.

In digital signal processing, the complete integration of
the circuits into an LSI is possible, no adjustments are required
and a significant reduction in the number of external components
may result. Furthermore, power consumption can be drastically
reduced by incorporating CMOS Technology. MOS LSI Technologies
have progressed rapidlyresponding to the constant need for RAg's
of larger capacity. Out of these Technologies MOS LSI's,
suitable for digital audio signal processing have been
energetically developed.

Several tens to several hundreds of gSI's were used in early
digital audio products such as PCM processors and CD players.
Today these MSI's have been integrated into relatively few VLSI's
in a short period of time, thereby reducing the equipment size
and cost. These developments made an important contribution
toward making digital audio products affordable to a large
number of consumers.

The design effort now is toward integration of the
semiconductor VLSI's onto a single chip to further reduce the
cost and complexity of consumer digital audio products and
thereby increase their popularity. The present trend is to
design these new VLSI's into new digital audio products in the
early design stages for example into: Broadcast Satellite
receivers, and 8mm VTR's.

3.3.Multifunction Formatting

In order to popularize digital audio technology into
consumer systems, it is important to understand which functions
can be expanded by transmitting a variety of digital signals
o_her than dig ftal audio signals, whose high quality transmission
is of course of prime importance.

For instance, if one wants to transmit character information
by coding, since one character can be represented by several
bits, some margin bits can represent texts at the same time a
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song goes by. Character or image information can similarly be
displayed in one picture with several hundred thousand bits

depending on the display definition. Since a complete still

picture can be transmitted by I to 2 Mbits, if such capacity
of memory is prepared, a picture per several seconds to several
tens of seconds can be transmitted. The transmission rate will

be fixed depending on how many margin bits can be made available

for this purpose, excluding audio data. For example, 1% margin

for about 2 Mbps audio information will correspond to 20 kbps,
which surpasses the sufficient capacity for character information

etc. Recent digital audio systems have approximately 3 to 10%

room for the sub-codes. Since any control data can be stored
in the sub-code area, it is also important for the consumer

system to effectively use it. For instance, the sampling
frequency at recording, with or without emphasis, the number

ofchannels that simultaneously display recording time, and

the control signals that synchronize with other systems can

all provide automatic functions that are easier and simpler
for the user in systems operations. It is especially important
for the consumer equipment to provide multifunction fully

utilizing these features also as a development.

3.4 Pursuit of Standardization

It is beyond question that standardization is important
not only for consumer products but also for products in other
categories. Standardization is of prime importance in re-

ducing the cost of consumer products.

As mentioned previously, LSI's and VLSI's are extremely
important in reducing the size and cost of consumer digital

audio products. Typically, a complex LSI costs a great deal of
money and a substantial part of a year to develop. Clearly,

one cannot stand the risk of developing an LSI without having
standards.

Cost can be further reduced if one could standardize not

only LSI's but tapes, discs, tapeheads and optical pickups as

well. It is also necessary to make realistic forecasts of the
consumer market so that adequate production facilities will be
on hand to satisfy its needs. If standards exist, then pro-

duction engineering can proceed without confusion and conflict.
Therefore, standardization is important in combination with

technology development for consumer products. One possible
problem generated by premature standardization is the possible

termination of future product development. However, any good

standard should be a living growing thing Which can make use of
new technology, it is hoped, without rendering older products
obsolete.

In any case, in a consumer system work on standardization

is no less important than the technology development, and
one should not ignore this important aspect. Much patient ef-
fort should be made to maintain a balance between standardi-

zation and technology development.
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4.The Future and Problems to be Solved Regarding the Consumer
Digital Audio Product

As previously mentioned, present digital audio equipment has
been designed principally in the domain of record/playback
systems.

Among conventional audio systems, digitization has been put
into practical use for dlsc and tape recording and reproduction.
Also digital audio broadcasting has been started experimentally.
Digital audio tape recorders will soon be available, Digital
music synthesizers are already in use. The integration of these
into a system oriented concept will be the next step for digital
audio.

Historically audio equipment hasbeen diversified into
components such as tuners,:record-players, tape recorders,
amplifiers and loudspeakers derived from a single unit system
such as a radio receiver,

Table 3. Principal specifications of cons_m__rdigital audio systems

PCM
CD S-DAT R-DAT 8mm PCM DBSProcessor

Number of Audio 2 2 2 2 22'12) 2(4)Channels

Samplingcy frequen-(kHz) 44.1 44.1 48/44.i732 3248/44.1/ 31.5 _8/32

Quantization(bits) 14(16) 16 16(12) 16(12) 8 16/10

Transmission Rate 2.4/2.2/
(Mbps) 1.88 2.47 1.2 2.46 0.84 2.048

Longitudinal
RecordingDensity 11.4 50 64 61 38 _-

(KBPI)

Modulation Scheme FM(TV
signal) EFM 8-10 8-10 Bi-_ 40 PSK

ErrorCorrection Double Double
AdjacentCIRC CIC BCH

Code RS RS

Redundancy(%) 52 33 36 37.5 67 33

Sub Code (kbps) -- 58.8 128 273 -- 240/480

IDCode (kbps) 3.48 -- 80 68.5 2.88 --

NumberofData 1 1 20 1 1 --Tracks

Tape Speed (mm/s) 33_35 -- 48/44/24 9 14.3 --

RelativeTape
Speed (m/s) 5'8 1.25 -- 3.13 3-8 --
Size of Recording 188xlO4x120_x 73x53x 95x62.5x
Media (mm) 25 1.2t89x59xlO10.5 15 --
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As these audio components start to change over from analog
to digital equipment, one by one, the idea of integrating them
into a single system may result.

What are the foreseable problems that may result?

First, is the problem of the interfacing. Currently, digital
equipment must interfac e to analog equipment. It is now clear
that if we keep the signals in digital form for as long as
possible through the chain of equalization, reverberation, level
control, etc., the degradation of signal quality will be kept to
a minimum. Every time the signal is converted to analog and back
to digital, degradation of the signal occurs. Furthermore A/D and
D/A converters are expensive.

As various controls can be conducted mutually on one line,
it willcome out to be more convenient.

A future posture of digital audio can be imagined after this
problem of interface will have been cleared.

One serious problem in the field of digital audio has not
been resolved; that is permitting the user to have access to
straight digital data as may be available and necessaryfor
component, integration.

With good digital recordings and playback equipment, the
digital output signal can be as good as the original masters at
the recording studio. How can the rights of the producers and
artists be protected from pirates (illegal copiers)? This
problem hats not been solved and deserves calm, careful, and
diligent attention.

A remaining problem to be solved in digital audio concerns
measurement methods. Heasurement methods for analog equipment
developed along with its own evolution. Some analog measurement
methods will be useful for the measurement of digital audio
equipment performance, but clearly some new measurement methods
will be required.

ISO measurement frequencies for analog equipment may not be
suitable for distortion_measurements on digital equipment, so new
standard frequencies will be required. Although complete error
correction is possible with new encoding technologies, means for
detecting uncorrectable errors caused by bad recording media will
need to be measured and detected.

New measurement techniques for making relevant measurements
of digital audio equipment will be derived in the near future.

The road to the digital era is clearly opening up even
though some problems remain to be solved.

Once audio signals are converted to the digital domain,
this digital data can be transmitted, recorded, or modified by
digital equipment, without regard as to its origin as audio,
video or just plain digital data.

It may be said that the engineering of consumer digital
audio equipment will open new fields of applications and might
not be too much to say that its practical use has a great
significance for the consumer products in the near future.

The author is one of those who wishes from the bottom of his
heart further effort and devotion from those who have brought
digital audio to its present position.
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